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The August, 2006 FTC Charrette on Florida’s Future New Corridors (*Private Sector Financial/Engineers/Concessions*)
The December, 2006 and February 2007 “FTC Meeting of the Modes (*Public/private mode operators and associations*)
February 12-13 Retreat- idea/strategy generating dialogue, not agreement seeking meeting.
OPPORTUNITIES WITH EXISTING PROGRAMS

- **Strategic Intermodal System** funding and support for intermodal projects including connector improvements
- **The Future Corridors Program** and support for intermodal solutions
- **Regional visioning** and involvement of the modes and opportunities for intermodal cooperation.
CONTINUING AND EXPANDING THE INTERMODAL DIALOGUE

- FTC should take the lead in convening the intermodal dialogue
- The dialogue can focus on enabling and supporting action on key intermodal challenges and create new opportunities;
- The dialogue can help to create statewide and regional intermodal business plans and visions
Improve intermodal planning for both urban and rural areas.

Address and increase intermodal funding

Link growth management and intermodal planning and initiatives.